
I.   Introduction  

The OMB Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Circular A-21 provides cost accounting 

principles for to create mutual understanding between representatives of universities and the 

Ffederal Ggovernment as to how much and under what conditions the federal governments 

will participate in cost recovery for the universities university’s infrastructure (facilities and 

administration, or F&A) costs in relation to sponsored projects.  

The space survey is the most critical part of the Facilities and Administrative (F&A ) or indirect) 

cost proposal. The results of the survey determine how most of the facility costs (depreciation, 

interest and operations, and maintenance expenses) in the F&A cost proposal will be allocated 

to Iinstitute- organized research and other sponsored activitiesy. Because space has a substantial 

impact upon the F&A rate, it is essential to accurately determine and assign the utilization of 

each room to the correct cost categories.  

A. What is the Space Utilization Survey and Cost Category Coding?  

The space survey gathers data on about the specific uses of campus space. The process involves 

assigning defining campus space according tothe actual functional use, by use ofthrough cost 

category codes and percent of use, to campus spaceusage percentages. The cost category codes 

used for describing the space utilization are based on guidance from OMB Circular A-21 and 

defined in the Iinstitute’s Space Cost Category Definitions.  

II.   How is the costAre Cost cCategoriesy dDetermined?  

The cCoding should be determined on a room-by-room basis. Cost category codes must identify 

a room’s usage in terms that reflect all activities performed in the room. The space survey 

should must reflect how each room was is used during the entire fiscal year. The survey should 

not represent a snapshot of how the space was used at a particular point in time like the(e.g., the 

last day of the year).  

The coding of a room should must take into account all occupants of the room. The coding of 

the space should must be based on the activities the occupants perform in the room and the 

budgets (expense funds) that pay for those activities.  

 For example, if faculty, staff, or students in a research lab are working on Oorganized 

Rresearch projects, and the compensation for all of their work in the lab is paid financed 

through funding forby those projects (or is reported as cost sharing on the projects), then the 

space they use in the lab should beis coded as Oorganized Rresearch. The term “paid from a 

grant” includes salaries directly paid directly and salaries reported as committed or mandatory 

cost share.  
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 On the other handConversely, if an individual’s salary for work in the lab is wholly or 

partially paid from general institutional funds (and is not reported as cost sharing on an 

Oorganized Rresearch project), the space used for the work paid with institutional fundsthis 

space should must be coded as Iinstruction or Ddepartmental Rresearch, as applicable. Research 

lab space used by unpaid students, visiting scientists, and faculty emeriti should must also be 

coded as Iinstruction or Ddepartmental Rresearch, as applicable.  

 If the individuals working in the lab are working on and paid fromfinanced by both 

Oorganized Rresearch projects and general institutional activities/funds, then the lab space 

should be coded and assigned to Oorganized Rresearch and Iinstruction in the same proportion 

as the work performed in the lab.  

Space used for activities reported on a Ppersonnel Aactivity Rreport (PAR) as committed  

(mandated or voluntary) cost sharing (whether mandated or voluntary)  on Oorganized 

Rresearch projects should must be coded as Oorganized Rresearch. Space used for activities of 

faculty and senior researchers reported as voluntary uncommitted  cost sharing (VUCS) on 

Oorganized Rresearch projects should must also be coded as Oorganized Rresearch (regardless 

of how the cost sharing is reported in their effort reports).  

The federal government allows VUCS inclusion in space for allocation purposes while not 

requiring it to be included in the Oorganized Rresearch base. Since Because the federal 

government is receivingreceives additional free work when faculty or senior researchers work 

more than they have committedin excess of their proposed commitments on a project, they 

there is see no reason to further penalize the university universities by not allowing the cost 

recovery of the space (numerator) to be allocated to the benefiting function, nor requiring 

require that it be added in the form of a direct allocation to the Oorganized Rresearch base 

(denominator).  

Cost category coding of a room should take into account the extent amount of use by each 

occupant. For example, a student working in a lab 15 fifteen hours pera week for over four 

months should be countedcount for much less than a technician who works in the lab forty40 

hours pera week the over an  entire year.  

Departmental or Rresearch Ccenter staff should maintain notes on how they determined the 

cost category percentages forof each room and must be prepared to defend those percentages in 

the Ffederal review of the F&A rate proposal.  
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III.   Handling of Specific Room Categories of Rooms and Situations  

A. Research Laboratories  

 The principal activity performed in research labs is usually Oorganized Rresearch (SR). 

However, if some of the occupants in a research lab are paid from general institutional funds 

(and are not reported as cost sharing on Oorganized Rresearch projects) or are unpaid, the space 

used for that work (paid or unpaid) should be coded as Iinstruction or Ddepartmental 

Rresearch (IN) because they wereit was not separately budgeted and accounted for as 

university research.  

  Space used by faculty emeriti and visiting scientists not paid by the Iinstitute and 

faculty emeriti should be coded as Oother Iinstitutional Aactivities (OA).  

a. Student Work in Research Labs 

 Note: The handling of student work in research labs is particularly important.:  

  

o Space used by students should must be coded as Oorganized Rresearch (SR) or Oother 

Ssponsored Aactivity (SO), as applicable, if the students are:  

 Paid by research grants/contracts,  

 Supported by research training grants/fellowships that are considered oOrganized 

Rresearch (OR) or oOther Ssponsored Aactivity (SO), or  

 Reported as cost sharing on research grants or contracts.  

  

o Space used by unpaid students and students paid from general institutional funds (and 

not reported as cost sharing on research grants or contracts) should be coded Iinstruction or 

/Ddepartmental Rresearch (IN). These classifications is includes students working in labs for 

academic credit as well as students using the lab for non-research work such as course 

development or thesis writing.  

o If students paid from Oorganized Rresearch funds do perform non-research work in the 

lab such as course development or thesis writing, a portion of that space’s use should be 

considered coded as Iinstruction (IN), as applicable.  

b. “100%” Spaces 

 Federal negotiators pay particular attention to rooms coded as 100% Oorganized 

Rresearch (SR) or Oother Ssponsored Aactivity (SO). A “yes” response to any of the following 

questions usually indicates that a room should not be coded 100% SR or SO:  

o Are bridge funds, start-up funds, or any other kind variety of seed money used to fund the 

activity (including salariesy and benefits of the occupants) taking place in the room?  
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o Is the room used by any unpaid students or students paid from general institutional funds? 

This includes students working in labs for academic credit, as well as students using the lab 

for non-research work such as course development or thesis writing.  

o Is the room used by visiting scientists not paid by the Iinstitute or by other non-iInstitute 

individuals or faculty emeriti?  

o Are there any other occupants not paid from Oorganized Rresearch (OR) or Oother 

Ssponsored Aactivity (SO) projects for their work in the lab (except where those non-

sponsored project funds are considered cost sharing for a Ssponsored Pproject)?  

o Are there any non-research activities performed in the room?  

 


